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Abstract

Next-generation Internet gateways are expected to deal with higher volume of network traffic and also perform more sophisticated tasks
besides packet forwarding. As the scale-up approach does not escape from the tradeoff between functionality and performance, architectural
improvements such as clustering become necessary in the design of future Internet gateways. In this paper, we investigate different clustering
architectures for high-performance, feature-rich Internet gateways and formally define the optimization problem behind these architectures
as Multiple Gateway Traffic-Distribution Problem, both in a discrete and a continuous form. In addition to proposing various algorithms that
solve the problem exactly and approximately, we also develop an on-line, self-adjusting scheme based on the solution algorithms. The
numerical results of simulation suggest that the proposed approximate solution algorithms are effective and efficient, and the derived
adaptive scheme is able to make the best decision on traffic distribution when dealing with the dynamic nature of network traffic in practice.
� 2006 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

As the Internet keeps evolving, more and more network
applications and services have been invented to provide a
wide variety of advanced functions. In addition to deploy-
ing dedicated servers for each of these innovative applica-
tions and services, researchers and vendors have also
spent their efforts on developing novel approaches to seam-
lessly integrate new functions with existing routing archi-
tectures. As a result, next-generation Internet routers,
especially those deployed on the edges (i.e., the access rou-
ters mentioned in [1]), are expected to accomplish sophisti-
cated tasks like URL filtering, anti-virus, anti-spam, and
bandwidth control, rather than just routing.

In this paper, we use a more general term, gateways, to
represent such versatile routers. Following this terminolo-

gy, gateways need to implement some or all of the
advanced traffic-processing functions including packet fil-
tering, packet rewriting, packet scheduling, connection
splicing, and even pattern matching within the payloads,
in addition to the primitive packet forwarding, fragmenta-
tion, and reassembly. On the other hand, the advancement
of networking technologies and optical components has
resulted in a data rate of multiple gigabits per second or
even higher in modern computers and communication net-
works. Consequently, though it is possible to build a stan-
dard router that performs basic packet forwarding at very
high speed [2,3], the tradeoff between functionality and per-
formance prevents current implementation of gateways
from processing network packets in wire speed. Under such
circumstances, a more scalable solution for the design and
implementation of the gateways is highly desired.

Although hardware-based solutions (e.g., using ASICs)
have been long proven in the field to be capable of deliver-
ing high throughput for well-defined operations [4], they
are also infamous for their inflexibility. In particular, the
revision of hardware designs in response to the invention
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of new protocols is both time-consuming and costly. Con-
versely, software-based network systems [5–8] are flexible
enough but usually fail to achieve satisfactory performance
for demanding applications. Since the scale-up approach
[9] applying to a single network system is still governed
by the tradeoff between functionality and performance,
gateway clusters [10,11] that follow the scale-out approach
[9] are proposed as the remedy.

In this paper, we investigate different clustering architec-
tures and formally define the problem of traffic distribution
over clustered gateways. Following the formal definition of
the optimization problem, we propose a number of algo-
rithms for solving the problem exactly and approximately.
We also develop an on-line, self-adjusting scheme based on
the solution algorithms. The rest of the paper is organized
as follows. Section 2 reviews the two broad categories of
clustering architectures as well as the models that help to
construct the traffic-distribution scheme for gateway clus-
ters. Section 3 formally defines the traffic-distribution
problem and presents the solution algorithms, followed
by the simulation results of the algorithms in Section 4.
Section 5 describes the proposed adaptive scheme based
on the solution algorithms, and Section 6 concludes the
paper by summarizing our achievements.

2. Related work

Clustering can be viewed as an architectural improve-
ment to the design of network systems. A cluster is inher-
ently scalable under the condition that the input load is
elegantly distributed over the clustered units. In this sec-
tion, we first examine the two broad categories of clustering
architectures, one with a dedicated traffic dispatcher and
the other without any (as shown in Fig. 1), as well as their
corresponding traffic-dispatching techniques. Then we out-
line the construction of the traffic-distribution scheme and
also discuss the literatures relevant to our modeling.

2.1. Gateway clusters with dedicated traffic dispatchers

A straightforward approach to distribute processing
load over multiple gateways within a cluster is to deploy
a dedicated traffic dispatcher in front of the gateways so

that the dispatcher may redirect individual network pack-
ets to different gateways. The decision of redirection can
be made according to simple rules such as statically round
robin, or it can be as flexible as evaluating complicated cri-
teria like selecting the gateway with least load over the past
10 s. As long as the traffic dispatcher is carefully designed,
it is possible to keep the load of the clustered gateways bal-
anced over time and thus to maximize the throughput of
the entire cluster.

There are several options for the traffic-dispatching
mechanisms adopted in this architecture. The dispatcher
may make use of standard routing, network address trans-
lation (with network-layer headers being altered) [12], tun-
neling (e.g., GRE [13,14] and IP-within-IP [15]), etc., or
hybrid mechanisms [16,17], depending on the performance
requirements, granularity of traffic dispatching, and the
complexity of the application running on the gateways
behind the dispatcher.

The primary advantages of using a dedicated dispatcher
are its simplicity and flexibility. Since the issue of load distri-
bution is isolated and can be taken care of solely by the dis-
patcher, the gateways in the cluster may focus on
application-specific processing and are virtually independent
from one another and from the dispatcher. In addition, the
dispatcher itself may serve as the representative entity of
the entire gateway cluster to other hosts on the network
and hence help the cluster maintain the property of transpar-
ency without additional mechanisms. The features of sim-
plicity and flexibility together make such dispatcher-based
clustering architecture applicable to many classes of network
applications and services, ranging from layer 3 to layer 7 in
OSI models, and inspire network-equipment manufacturers
to create products such as server load balancers [18–20].

2.2. Gateway clusters with self-dispatching mechanisms

Despite the advantages mentioned above, the major
drawback of the dispatcher-based clustering architecture
is obvious. The centralized design adopted makes the dis-
patcher the potential performance bottleneck and a single
point of failure. In contrast to the dispatcher-based cluster-
ing architecture, the second architecture described in this
section completely eliminates the need for traffic dispatch-
ers by taking advantage of various self-dispatching tech-
niques, and can be fully decentralized.

To accomplish the task of traffic dispatching and main-
tain the transparency at the same time, gateway clusters
adopting this second architecture usually perform special
processing on ARP [21] requests (e.g., proxy ARP
[22,23]) and frame filtering. For example, the clustered
units in [24] are configured to answer ARP requests either
with a nonexistent Ethernet address or with a layer-2 mul-
ticast address so that the switch residing between the clus-
ter and other hosts will always flood the frames sent to the
cluster. In [25], the clustered units are simply configured
with the same layer-2 address to ensure that ARP replies
will contain the correct answer. The gateway cluster
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Fig. 1. Two categories of gateway clusters: (a) a gateway cluster with a
dedicated traffic dispatcher, and (b) a fully decentralized gateway cluster.
The squares represent hosts that generates input load and the circles
represent individual gateways. The arrows with dashed lines depict the
path of network traffic.
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